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In this paper, we developed a highly sensitive approach to detect interchromosomal rearrangements in cattle by searching

for abnormal linkage disequilibrium patterns between markers located on different chromosomes in large paternal half-sib

families genotyped as part of routine genomic evaluations. We screened 5571 families of artificial insemination sires from 15

breeds and revealed 13 putative interchromosomal rearrangements, 12 of which were validated by cytogenetic analysis and

long-read sequencing. These consisted of one Robertsonian fusion, 10 reciprocal translocations, and the first case of inser-

tional translocation reported in cattle. Taking advantage of the wealth of data available in cattle, we performed a series of

complementary analyses to define the exact nature of these rearrangements, investigate their origins, and search for factors

that may have favored their occurrence.We also evaluated the risks to the livestock industry and showed significant negative

effects on several traits in the sires and in their balanced or aneuploid progeny compared with wild-type controls. Thus, we

present the most comprehensive and thorough screen for interchromosomal rearrangements compatible with normal sper-

matogenesis in livestock species. This approach is readily applicable to any population that benefits from large genotype

data sets, and will have direct applications in animal breeding. Finally, it also offers interesting prospects for basic research

by allowing the detection of smaller and rarer types of chromosomal rearrangements than GTG banding, which are inter-

esting models for studying gene regulation and the organization of genome structure.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

Interchromosomal rearrangements (IRs) are a variable group of cy-
togenetic abnormalities characterized by the transfer of genetic
material between twononhomologous chromosomes. These types
of mutations can occur at different stages of cell life (Weckselblatt
and Rudd 2015). Robertsonian fusions are known to occur mostly
during mitosis (Matveevsky et al. 2020), whereas complex rear-
rangements would be the result of defective meiosis (Burssed
et al. 2022). Simple centromeric fusions are generally better toler-
ated than more complex structural variations, the latter being a
common cause of reproductive problems and other pathogenic ef-
fects owing to meiotic defects and abnormal gene dosage or regu-
lation (Popescu 1989; Scherer et al. 2007; Poot and Haaf 2015). To
illustrate this fact, in humans, cytogenetic abnormalities are de-
tected in ∼0.5% of newborns (Forabosco et al. 2009; Vasilevska
et al. 2013), but their frequency increases to 5%–15% in infertile
couples (Gekas et al. 2001; Clementini et al. 2005; Poornima
et al. 2020), ∼25% in miscarriages and stillbirths, and up to

50%–60% in first-trimester miscarriages (Shaffer and Lupski
2000; Yatsenko and Rajkovic 2019).

Despite their potential impact on productivity, animal wel-
fare, and economics, chromosomal aberrations in livestock species
have received much less attention than in humans. In cattle, for
example, a recent literature review counted only 81 IRs (Iannuzzi
et al. 2021), whereas hundreds of thousands would be expected
given a global bovine population of 1.5 billion heads at the end
of 2022 (https://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#data/QCL, last accessed
October 27, 2022) and an estimated prevalence of at least 0.14%
for reciprocal translocations alone (De Lorenzi et al. 2012).
Several reasons may explain this situation. First of all, because cat-
tle breeds are characterized by high inbreeding, the attention of
clinical geneticists has been focused primarily on recessive defects
over the past decades at the expense of other pathologies
(Bourneuf et al. 2017). Moreover, there is no systematic cytogenet-
ic analysis of reproducers, except in a few breeds segregating for an
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ancestral Robertsonian (Rob(1;29)) translocation, which is easily
identifiable without the use of GTG banding (Ducos et al.
2000a). This means that other chromosomal aberrations, such as
reciprocal translocations, may be missed. In addition, certain
breeding practices have acted as a filter to limit the prevalence of
IR. Indeed, in selected populations, most of the gene pool is trans-
mitted to the next generation through artificial insemination (AI)
with semen fromelite sires that have been declared normozoosper-
mic after drastic control of sperm concentration, morphology, and
motility (Kastelic and Thundathil 2008). Furthermore, these sires
were historically subject to progeny testing in order to estimate
their genetic merit. They were made to produce about 100 off-
spring whose performance, including female fertility, was evaluat-
ed for various traits before deciding if it was worth to inseminate
tens to hundreds of thousands of females with their semen. At
this step, the reproductive careers of males with low conception
rates or repeated instances of congenital malformations, presum-
ably owing to genetic defects, ended prematurely and their proge-
ny excluded from the breeding programs.

From 2010, the implementation of
genomic evaluation in livestock produc-
tion, which consists in predicting the ge-
netic value of each animal based on its
genotype at thousands of genetic mark-
ers, has opened new perspectives. This
technological revolution has led to the
wide dissemination of semen from elite
sires without prior progeny testing and,
above all, to the accumulation of large
data sets of SNP array genotypes, whole-
genome sequences, and phenotypes
that can be used to address a wide variety
of scientific questions (Bourneuf et al.
2017; Zhao et al. 2022; Besnard et al.
2023).

In this article, we propose a popula-
tion-wide method to detect IR carriers
among 5571 normozoospermic bulls by
leveraging the routine genotyping of
their offspring for genomic evaluation
and exploiting the assumed absence of
linkage disequilibrium (LD) between
markers from different chromosomes.
In addition, we perform cytogenetic
validation, long-read sequencing, and a
series of complementary analyses to
define the exact nature of the rearrange-
ments identified, investigate their
origins, and describe their clinical
consequences.

Altogether, we present the most
comprehensive and thorough screen for
IRs compatible with normal spermato-
genesis in livestock species.

Results

Estimation of LD significance thresholds

by simulation

As a first step, we conducted a series of
simulations using progeny genotypes of

100 bulls considered free of chromosomal abnormalities in order
to determine the significance threshold (P≤0.001) of LD between
markers from different chromosomes according to the size of the
half-sib families (see Methods) (Fig. 1A). Obviously, these thresh-
olds were higher when the number of offspring was lower and
the minimum size of the sire families was set to more than 30
half-siblings.

Large-scale screening for IRs

In the next step, we analyzed 5571 paternal half-sib families from
15 different breeds and found significant LD patterns for 13 of
them (2.33‰) (Fig. 1; Supplemental Figs. S1A–S13A). They con-
sisted of nine Holstein, two Charolais, one Normande, and one
Abondance pedigrees accounting for 1.56‰–7.57‰ of the bulls
tested within their breeds. Overall, there was no significant differ-
ence in the proportions of putative IR carriers between the breeds
studied.

A B

C

D

Figure 1. A novel approach to detect interchromosomal rearrangements (IRs) using SNP array geno-
types in large half-sib families. (A) Regression curve of linkage disequilibrium (LD) significance thresholds
(P=0.001) obtained from series of 10,000 simulations. Blue dots indicate the results of simulations with
10 progeny group sizes ranging from 30 to 1000. Orange dots point to the maximal significant LD ob-
served for 13 paternal half-sib families. (B) Circos plot (Yu et al. 2018; yimingyu.shinyapps.io/shinycircos/)
representing the 13 rearrangements found. (C) Whole-genome LDmap for a bull assumed to have an IR
between BTA3 and BTA8. (D) Detail of the LD map between markers from these two chromosomes.
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All rearrangements detected were
unique in terms of the chromosomes
and regions involved. Several chromo-
somes were overrepresented, with three
occurrences for Chromosomes BTA12
and BTA23 (including two putative
t(12;23) rearrangements) and two for
BTA2, BTA8, and BTA11 (Fig. 1B).
However, observing two or three times
the same chromosome and even two
times the same chromosome association
out of 13 IRs was not unexpected by
chance based on 100,000 series of ran-
dom sampling with replacement (P>
0.05). In 11 cases, the maximum LD
(R2) was >0.9, whereas it only reached
0.72 and 0.61 for the bulls Nt and Ra, re-
spectively (Fig. 1A).

Cytogenetic confirmation

Forverification,weconductedcytogenet-
ic analyses either directly on the sires,
when they were still alive (applicable for
one bull), or on a selection of their proge-
ny representing each of the genotype
combinations observed around putative
chromosomal fusion points (sons and
daughters for 10 bulls, granddaughters
for two bulls). Analysis of blood lympho-
cytes in metaphase confirmed 12 of the
13 suspected rearrangements (Fig. 2B;
Supplemental Figs. S1B–S13B, S1C–
S13C, S1D–S13D). Thus, the validated
prevalence of IR in our cohort of 5571
normozoospermic AI bulls was 2.15‰.

No karyotypic abnormality was ob-
served among four daughters of the 13th
bull, Ra, whereas the size of the segments
putatively involved in the rearrangement
exceeded the resolution limit of GTG
banding (5–10 Mb). Note that this bull
had the lowest significant LD value of
the 13 putative IRs carriers (point with
blue arrow in Fig. 1A). For two validated
rearrangements, complementary fluores-
cence in situhybridization (FISH) analyses
were performed to increase the resolution.
In one bull (Nt), a small segment of BTA4
inserted in BTA8 was barely visible. Using
two probes targeting this BTA4 segment
and the centromere of BTA8, we further confirmed the existence
of this rearrangement and documented the presence of live mono-
somic and trisomic animals among its progeny (Fig. 2A;
Supplemental Fig. S7J). For another bull (Ou), we suspected a recip-
rocal translocation between BTA24 and BTA29 and a loss of the de-
rivative Chromosome 29. Marking the centromeres of all
chromosomes confirmed our assumption (Supplemental Fig. S10J).

At the end of the cytogenetic analysis, we confirmed 12 IRs,
consisting of one Robertsonian translocation, one insertional
translocation, and 10 reciprocal translocations, including one
with derivative loss. By analyzing the location of the breakpoints

in more detail, we found that they were more frequently located
in the third-quarter of the chromosomes than expected by chance
(P=0.04; chi-square) (Fig. 2C).

Determining the origin and possible causes of rearrangement

events

We then sought to determine inwhich animal and atwhat stage of
development these mutations occurred. To achieve this goal, we
set up haplotype tests to trace the segments involved in the rear-
rangements through generations, taking into account various

A

B

C

Figure 2. Validation of 12 IRs by cytogenetic analyses. (A) FISH mapping on cultured fibroblasts from
four daughters of Nt with BAC clones located in the translocated segment from BTA4 (labeled in red) and
in the centromeric region of BTA8 (labeled in green). From left to right, these animals show a normal kar-
yotype, a balanced rearrangement, a partial BTA4 trisomy, and a partial BTA4 monosomy. (B) Schematic
representation of the rearranged chromosomes based on GTG-banding karyotypes. Chromosomes with
a loss or gain of material are shown in yellow and green, respectively. The schematics of the original chro-
mosomes are available in Supplemental Figures S1D–S13D. (C) Location of the breakpoints on a theoret-
ical chromosome. Coordinates are expressed as a percentage of chromosome length. Note the presence
of 13 out of 24 breakpoints in the third quarter, whereas only six would be expected by chance.

LD-based screen for cytogenetic defects in cattle
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sources of information such as the parental origin of these seg-
ments, the co-occurrence (or not) of the two segments in the
same ancestor, and the results of our initial screen for these ances-
tors. Indeed, the sires and maternal grandsires of the 12 IR carriers
and, in some cases, more distant male ancestors were included in
this analysis and were predicted to have normal karyotypes (for
further details of the available data and the investigations per-
formed within each pedigree, see Supplemental Figs. S1F–S13F).
We determined that the Robertsonian translocation was probably
the result of a chromosomal fusion at the zygote stage in the ma-
ternal granddam of the sire Ob. Ou’s reciprocal translocation oc-
curred during female meiosis, whereas the nine other reciprocal
translocations and the insertional translocation were the result
of abnormal male meiosis (Table 1;
Supplemental Figs. S1F–S13F). Nine of
the carriers of reciprocal translocations
belonged to the first generation of mu-
tants, whereas the last one was a sec-
ond-generation mutant that inherited
the two rearranged chromosomes from
its carrier dam. Finally, it is worth noting
that two carriers of distinct reciprocal
translocations resulting from abnormal
paternalmeiosis (t(5;28) in Fa and t(2;22)
in Fe) shared the same sire, which was
tested as wild type along with 46 other
of its sons in our initial screen. With a
prevalence of 41.67‰ (2/48) of IR in its
progeny versus 2.15‰ in the total co-
hort, this elite AI sire was a clear outlier.

Given the high proportion of IR
caused by abnormal male meiosis (n=
10/12) and the general trend to collect
semen of ever younger bulls, we com-
pared the age of the sires at the concep-
tion of their mutant progeny with the
weighted mean age at the conception of
their 118 wild-type progeny included in
our initial screen. We found no signifi-
cant difference (3.33 ±2.14 yr vs. 3.42 ±
2.24 yr, respectively; Student’s t-test P-
value =0.93), indicating that the age of
the sire at conceptionwas not a factor in-
fluencing the risk of producing IR-affect-
ed progeny.

Characterization of the pathological consequences of IRs

To gain insight into the pathological consequences of these cyto-
genetic abnormalities, we then mined the French national data-
base containing information on various aspects of the life of
cows (such as their date of birth, death, insemination, and calv-
ing). The bulls used for this analysis had more than 30 progeny
with available genotypes and were therefore all tested for the pres-
ence of IR.

First, we calculated conception rates (i.e., the proportionof in-
seminations that resulted in the birth of a calf) for 2900 bulls of the
Holstein, Normande, Charolaise, and Abondance breeds, includ-
ing the 12 IR carriers (Fig. 3A). Carriers of reciprocal translocations

Table 1. Origins of interchromosomal rearrangements (IRs)

Bull Rearrangement Breed Generationa (first mutant) Cause

Ob Rob(18;21) Abondance Third (maternal granddam) Fusion between chromosomes in the zygote
Nt inv ins(8;4) Holstein First

Abnormal male meiosis

Ja t(1;11) Normande Second (dam)
Sa t(2;13) Holstein First
Fe t(2;22) Holstein First
Ma t(3;8) Holstein First
Fa t(5;28) Holstein First
Im t(10;12) Holstein First
No t(12−;23+) Charolais First
Qu t(12+;23−) Holstein First
Le t(19;23) Charolais First
Ou t(24;29),-der29 Holstein First Abnormal female meiosis

aGeneration of mutants to which the detected bulls belong. For details on investigations, see Supplemental Figures S1F–S13F.

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

A

C

B

D

Figure 3. Analysis of conception rate, nonreturn rate (NRR), and juvenilemortality. (A) Conception rate
of first artificial inseminations (1st AI) of 2900 bulls with nulliparous females, conventional semen, ex-
pressed as SD from the mean to allow comparison between bulls from different breeds. Arrowheads in-
dicate carriers of the following IRs: red for reciprocal translocations, yellow for insertional translocation,
gray for reciprocal with derivative loss, and green for Robertsonian translocation. (B) NRR for five affected
Holstein bulls (i.e., the proportion of females that were not reinseminated after an insemination with the
semen of the bull in question) and mean NRR of 2152 Holstein bulls. Two extreme bulls, Qu and Ma, are
highlighted in red and yellow. (C) Mortality rates over the first year of life among the daughters of 2854
bulls considered, expressed as the SD from the mean of their respective breeds (same color code as in
vignette A). (D) Distribution of mortality rates at 1 yr of age for Nt’s progeny (n below bars). (∗) Fisher
comparison with wild-type group P<0.05, (∗∗) P<0.01.
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were all in the lowest percentile of their
breed for this trait, and together, they ex-
plained 35% of the normozoospermic
bulls affected by idiopathic subfertility
(i.e., in the lowest 1% of their breed for
conception rate).

A detailed analysis of the nonreturn
rates (NRRs; i.e., the proportion of fe-
males probably pregnant at a given time
after the insemination, given that they
have no new AI) revealed different
patterns of embryonic loss for these
subfertile IR-affected bulls (Fig. 3B;
Supplemental Figs. S1E–S11E). For exam-
ple, the bull Ma showed an early drop in
NRR compatible with a loss of aneuploid
conceptuses at the beginning of embryo-
genesis, whereas the loss for Quwasmore
progressive and extended over a period
covering organogenesis and beyond.

We also calculatedmortality rates be-
tween birth and 1 yr of age in the female
offspring of 2854 bulls, including the
same 12 IR carriers (Fig. 3C), and found
that four IR carriers were in the worst 5%
of their breed. The bull Nt, carrying a large
insertional translocation, was the worst
sire of all breeds, with as much as 44% of
daughters dying of natural causes before
the age of 1 yr. Following the observation
of live aneuploidprogeny for this bull dur-
ing cytogenetic analyses (see FISH in Fig. 2A), we estimated the pro-
portionofnormal andabnormal karyotypes based onhaplotype test
in 588 of its descendants that had been genotyped for genomic eval-
uation. We found that 40% of them were wild type, 33% had a ba-
lanced karyotype like their sire, and only 23% and 4% showed
partial BTA4 trisomyandmonosomy, respectively.Wealso observed
significantly higher mortality rates <1 yr of age in carriers of abnor-
mal karyotypes than in wild-type daughters (Fig. 3D).

Finally, still based on haplotype tests, we analyzed the perfor-
mance of the progeny of eight IR-affected dairy bulls that had suf-
ficient data for three traits recorded in heifers (Fig. 4). For six of
them, we observed a significant delay in age at first insemination,
which is a proxy for growth, considering that dairy heifers are usu-
ally inseminated when they reach 60% of the expected adult
weight. Field examination of the progeny of the bull Nt further
confirmed this result (Supplemental Fig. S7K). Carriers of abnor-
mal karyotypes also showed a significantly lower insemination
success rate for six out of eight bulls studied. Consistent with the
low performance observed for the previous two traits, we also ob-
served a significant increase in the proportion of females slaugh-
tered before starting a productive life among carriers of abnormal
karyotypes versus half-sib controls for five bulls. Note that the
progeny of bulls Ou and Ob were too young at the time of writing
to reach significant numbers. We have not included Charolais
phenotypes in this part because delaying AI is often a breeder’s
choice in this breed.

Long-read sequencing of seven IR carriers

To characterize the fusion points of the rearrangements, we se-
quenced the genomes of seven affected bulls at 32× uniquemolec-

ular yield (UMY) coverage using Pacific Biosciences’ (PacBio’s)
continuous long-read (CLR) technology (Fig. 5C,D; Supplemental
Figs. S1G–S10G). These bulls were affected by an insertional trans-
location (Nt), a reciprocal translocation with derivative loss (Ou),
and five different reciprocal translocations (Fe, Fa, Ja, Le, and
Ma). In doing so, we were able to retrieve chimeric reads encom-
passing each of the fusion points, thus allowing determination of
the coordinates of the segment forming the derivative chromo-
somes (Table 2) except for Fe (affected by a t(2;22)). For the latter,
we observed a breakpoint on BTA2 around position 60,476,739
bp and chimeric reads containing up to 32 kb of BTSAT2 repeats
on each side. We assumed that this material came from BTA22,
but we were not able to confirm this hypothesis because of the
highly repetitive nature of this component of the centromeres
and because of the fact that centromeric regions are largely absent
from the ARS-UCD1 assembly. We then investigated the exact na-
ture of the fusionpoints and their possible consequences on the ex-
pression of neighboring genes. Information about breakpoint
locations, neighboring candidate genes, and the possible conse-
quences of their haploinsufficiency is presented in Tables 2 and
3. Annotated maps of chromosomal segments affected by the
breakpoints are provided in panels H of Supplemental Figures S1–
S10. For Ou, we confirmed the results of FISH experiments (Fig.
2B) supporting the absence of the derivedChromosome29 and de-
termined that it was partially monosomic for the last 3.9 Mb of
BTA24 and the first 3.2 Mb of BTA29 (Fig. 5B; Supplemental Fig.
S10I). The same bull presented an unexpected inversion of ∼6 kb
at the BTA24 breakpoint level. We also observed a heterozygous
deletion of 1.9 Mb at the breakpoint on BTA3 in Ma (t(3;8);
Fig. 5A). The regions deleted in these two bulls contained 29
and five genes, respectively, including, for Ou, several whose

Figure 4. Comparison of the performance of daughters with normal and abnormal karyotypes among
the progeny of nine IR-affected bulls. Cohort sizes are given below each bar. Significance levels refer to
comparisons with wild type groups. Student’s t-test for first AI, Fisher’s test for the other traits): (∗) P<
0.1; (∗∗) P<0.05; (∗∗∗) P<0.01.
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haploinsufficiency has previously been implicated in various
mouse and human pathologies (Table 3). Apart from these cases,
the other breakpoints and fusion points consisted of deletions or
insertions of only a few nucleotides. Three of them resulted
in gene disruption, and all were predicted to affect a topologically
associated domain (TAD) based on orthology comparisonwith hu-
man, mouse, and dog (Fig. 5E; Table 3; Supplemental Figs. S1H–

S10H).
In addition, for each of the seven bulls, we observed that one

breakpoint was located in a repeated element, whereas the second
was not. These repeats were of different types (Supplemental Table
S4) and even differed between the two paternal half-brothers Fa
and Fe.

As a final attempt to identify potential genetic factors pro-
moting IR, we sought to determine whether the breakpoints
were located within recombination hotspots. For five IRs resulting
from abnormal male meiosis with precise breakpoint coordinates,
we analyzed the LDbetween the closest informative SNPs on either
side of the breakpoint among the genotyped descendants of the
sires that produced the mutant spermatozoid. This LD was then
ranked in terms of percentiles compared with the LD between all
informative SNPs separated by a similar distance along the same
chromosome and along all other chromosomes. We did not
observe any ranking <5% and therefore concluded that none of
the breakpoints were located in recombination hotspots (see
Supplemental Table S3).

A

B

C

D

Figure 5. Contribution of PacBio CLR sequencing to the characterization of IR break points and fusion points. (A) Sequence coverage plots around the
breakpoints of t(3;8) supporting a heterozygous deletion of ∼2 Mb on BTA3 of bull Ma. (B) Sequence coverage plots around the breakpoints of
t(24;29),-der29 supporting a loss of the derivative chromosome of bull Ou. For vignettes A and B, control alignments are provided in Supplemental
Figures S6I and S10I. (C ) Read alignment around the second breakpoint of inv ins(8,4) at 76.6 Mb on BTA4 (bull Nt). Split reads that also map to
BTA8 and to BTA4 around position 65.9 Mb are colored in green and yellow, respectively. Note that the breakpoint resulted in the disruption of
CCM2. (D, top) Read alignment around the breakpoint of t(1;11) on BTA11 with split read aligning to BTA1 colored in light green (bull Ja). (D, bottom)
Details of the genes and putative TADs (according to Wang et al. 2018) located around the breakpoint of t(1;11) on BTA11.
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Discussion

On the power of our approach

Analyzing 5571 paternal half-sib families with 31 or more geno-
typed progeny, we highlighted 13 putative IR (P≤0.001) using
the approach developed in this study. Subsequent cytogenetic
analyses revealed only one false positive, which is quite satisfac-
tory, as five or six were expected given the sample size and the
false-discovery rate chosen. Therefore, we estimated the preva-
lence of IR in our cohort of AI sires to be 2.15‰ (12/5571), which
is similar to findings in normozoospermic males from other spe-
cies. Indeed, 2.06‰ of 10,202 human sperm donors and 4.7‰
of 7700 AI boars were affected by IR according to Ravel et al.
(2006) and Ducos et al. (2007), respectively.

Our strategy has led to significant advances in the detection
of cytogenetic abnormalities in cattle, with the first report of an in-
sertional translocation in this species (inv ins(8,4)(q15;q22q24))
and the identification of 10 new reciprocal translocations (rcp),
whereas only 20 had been described previously (Iannuzzi et al.
2021). We also identified a new Robertsonian fusion (Rob
(18;21)). These 12 events are unique. The proportions of the differ-
ent types of IR highlighted in our study differ markedly from pre-
vious findings (0 inv ins, 20 rcp, and 61 Rob reviewed by Iannuzzi
et al. 2021; P=1.3 ×10−5 for Fisher’s exact test for comparison of
Rob vs. non-Rob translocations) but are consistent with the predic-
tions of De Lorenzi et al. (2012), who estimated that reciprocal
translocations would be at least five times more frequent than
Robertsonian fusions in terms of de novo mutations events. This
result reflects amajor bias toward the detection of Robertsonian fu-
sion in cattle, which is because of the lack of routine cytogenetic
screening outside of a few breeds segregating for the Rob(1;29)
translocation. Because Rob(1;29) and other submetacentric chro-
mosomes formed by Robertsonian fusion are easily identifiable
among the acrocentric bovine autosomes, they are tested by sim-
ple Giemsa staining, which hinders the detection of other types
of translocations if they do not cause major changes in long arm
length. To detect them, more accurate methods are needed, such
as the GTG banding used for validation purpose in this study.
However, even these are not infallible. In our experience, the inser-
tion of an 11-Mb segment from BTA4 into BTA8 (inv ins(8,4))
would have been missed in a blind test because of its size, which
is close to the resolution limit of banding (∼5–10Mb). The approx-

imate knowledge of the breakpoint provided by LD analysis and
FISH was instrumental in showing the existence of this novel
type of IR in cattle.

As designed, our strategy is sensitive enough to detect trans-
locations involving segments of only a few kilobases (containing
at least one marker), with at least 30 genotyped progeny under the
best conditions. As explained in the Methods, we recorded for
each family the highest LD value between markers from different
chromosomes (absolute correlation between alleles, also called
Rmax), and if the latter was significant (P< 0.001), we applied a fil-
ter to avoid spurious and punctual LD. We kept Rmax only if
the two markers with the highest correlation on each chromo-
some were surrounded by at least 19 consecutive markers with
R >Rmax

∗ 0.75. This filter is very robust and flexible because the
19 neighboring informative markers on each chromosome can
be located on one or both sides of the breakpoints and up to sev-
eral megabases away, allowing detection of IRs even when they af-
fect the telomeres or when they are in runs of homozygosity
(RoHs) (Fig. 1C, white bands in the LD heatmap). In case of
long RoHs, however, more than 30 progeny might be required
to obtain a significant Rmax if the first informative marker is locat-
ed >10 Mb from the breakpoint. These large RoHs classically rep-
resent >3% of genomes in inbred breeds (Marras et al. 2015).

Another factor that may also contribute to reduced power of
detection is the genotyping of a small proportion of aneuploid
conceptuses, although in a general manner most of them die dur-
ing embryogenesis, and the survivors are less likely to be geno-
typed for genomic evaluation because of their poor appearance.
In the case of the bull Nt, the genotyping of a small propor-
tion of calves affected by partial BTA4 mono- or trisomy resulted
in imputation and phasing errors, which explains why this
sire had the lowest LD max value among confirmed IR carriers.
The deletions of several megabases associated with t(24;29)-der
29 and t(3;8) also caused local phasing and imputation errors
because of Mendelian transmission errors between hemizygous
sires and hemizygous progeny. An example of this can be
seen in the LD heat map between the BTA3 and BTA8 markers
(Fig. 1D), where a region of low LD corresponding to the dele-
tion site (green) is surrounded by two regions of high LD (red
bars).

In any case, LD-based screening for IRs is more sensitive
than GTG banding, and we anticipate that its routine use
as a by-product of genomic evaluations will allow the

Table 2. Information on the composition of the derivative chromosomes of seven IR carriers

Bull IR Coordinates (in base pairs) of the segments forming the derivative chromosomes

Fa t(5;28) der5: BTA5:start-74,392,483 +BTA28:2,572,392-end
der28: BTA28:start-2,572,392 +BTA5:74,392,486-end

Fe t(2;22) der2: BTA2:start-60,476,739 + BTA22:?
der22: BTA22 ? + BTA2: 60,476,740-end

Ja t(1;11) der1 BTA1:start-128,820,473 +BTA11:77,103,694-end
der11: BTA11:start-77,103,581 +BTA1:128,820,484-end

Le t(19;23) der19: BTA19:start-56,469,717 +BTA23:9,681,308-end
der23: BTA23:start-9,681,296 +BTA19:56,469,745-end

Ma t(3;8) der3: BTA3:start-69,934,844 +BTA8:23,449,822-end
der8: BTA8:start-23,449,821 +BTA3:71,854,166-end

Nt inv ins(8,4) der4: BTA4:start-65,642,800 +BTA4:76,557,789-end
der8: BTA8:start-37,638,721 + inv(BTA4:65,642,808-76,557,778) + BTA8:37,638,723-end

Ou t(24;29) -der 29 der24: 24:start-58,418,700 + inv(24:58,418,700-58,424,275) + 29:3,257,559-end
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discovery of even rarer and smaller chromosomal alterations in
the future.

Effects on phenotypes and implications for the industry

Taking advantage of the wealth of information available in the
French national bovine databases, we investigated the phenotypic
effects of IRs on several traits in male carriers and their female
offspring.

We observed strong negative effects of the insertional and re-
ciprocal translocations on male fertility, in agreement with previ-
ous studies reporting that these types of IR form quadrivalents at
meiosis, which after segregation produce relatively high propor-
tions of unbalanced gametes andnonviable embryos. For example,
Ogilvie and Scriven (2002) found only 47.7% (71/149) of human
embryos with normal or balanced karyotypes in a preimplantation

genetic diagnosis study of 18 couples carrying 15 different recipro-
cal translocations. The fact that the 10 reciprocal translocation car-
riers were in the worst percentile for the success at first
insemination and that they represent 35% of this worst percentile
in our study also agrees with the observations of Ducos et al. (2007)
in pigs. The latter detected IR in about half of the boars referred to
their cytogenetic platform by the breeding organization for hypo-
prolificacy during the period of 2002–2006. Therefore, our ap-
proach adds to the tools set up in the past decade to manage
bovine fertility using genomic data (Capitan et al. 2015). In paral-
lel, we recommend that breeding companies consider lowNRR as a
potential sign of IR and take the necessary steps to verify this hy-
pothesis and stop marketing the semen of these bulls.

It should also be noted that the kinetics of embryo loss varied
between bulls. For example, Ma showed an early decrease in NRR
compatible with a loss of aneuploid conceptuses at the beginning

Table 3. Selection of genes affected by IRs

IR BTA Gene symbol Impact of the IR Phenotypic consequences in model species

t(1;11) 1 COPB2 Putative deregulation M: Decreased body fat mass (Dickinson et al. 2016)
MRPS22 Putative deregulation M: Decreased cell proliferation; decreased lean body mass

(Dickinson et al. 2016)
11 APOB Putative deregulation M: Decreased cholesterol level (Farese et al. 1995) potentially

driving to growth delay

t(2;22) 2 CXCR4 Putative deregulation M: Embryonic growth retardation associated with abnormal
placentation (Dickinson et al. 2016); various immune defects
(Balabanian et al. 2012)
H: Immune defect (WHIM syndrome 1) (Beaussant Cohen
et al. 2012)

22 No gene—breakpoint putatively located in centromere

t(3;8) 3 Six genes Deleted No deleterious phenotype reported in heterozygous mutant mice
8 FOCAD Disrupted No deleterious phenotype reported in heterozygous mutant mice

MLLT3 Putative deregulation H: Growth delay association to reciprocal translocation (Pramparo
et al. 2005)

inv ins(8;4) 4 GARS1 Putative deregulation M: Decreased body weight, abnormal gait, muscular atrophy,
postnatal growth retardation, premature death, and many
others (Seburn et al. 2006; Achilli et al. 2009)
H: Charcot–Marie–Tooth disease type 2D and other
neuropathies (Antonellis et al. 2003)

CCM2 Disrupted H: Cerebral cavernous malformation (Liquori et al. 2007)
Partial 4

aneuploidy
60 genes including

GARS1, HOXA cluster
and SNX10

Deletion or trisomy in
some offspring

HOXA cluster: M: Skeletal development delay (Mark et al. 1997;
Pezzani et al. 2015)
SNX10: H: osteoporosis, postnatal growth retardation (Ye et al.
2015)

8 KDM4C Putative deregulation M: Decreased body weight (Ozaki et al. 2015)

t(5;28) 5 MB Putative deregulation M: Embryonic lethality during organogenesis, incomplete
penetrance (Meeson et al. 2001)

TMPRSS6 Putative deregulation M: Decreased circulating iron level (Finberg et al. 2010)
28 No candidate

t(19;23) 19 TMEM94 Putative deregulation M: Decreased body weight (Dickinson et al. 2016)
HID1 Disrupted No deleterious phenotype reported in heterozygous mutant mice
RPL38 Putative deregulation M: Decreased body length (Hustert et al. 1996)

23 SCUBE3 Putative deregulation H: Possible reduced size (Lin et al. 2021)

t(24;29),
-der29

24 CCBE1 Disrupted No deleterious phenotype reported in heterozygous mutant mice

18 genes including PIGN
and BCL2

Deleted PIGN: M: Abnormal development of organs(Dickinson et al.
2016); H: Congenital anomalies, developmental delay (Ohba
et al. 2014)
BCL2: M: Immune defects driving to premature death (Xiang
et al. 2011)

29 11 genes Deleted No deleterious phenotype reported in heterozygous mutant mice
CHORDC1 Putative deregulation M: Weight loss, premature death (Di Savino et al. 2015;

Dickinson et al. 2016)

Selection of genes affected by IRs. This table shows disrupted or deleted genes, as well as a selection of functional candidates that are located upstream
of or downstream from the breakpoints within the same TADs, and whose expression may be affected (“putative deregulation”). (M) Phenotypes de-
scribed in mouse, (H) phenotypes described human.
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of embryogenesis, whereas for Qu, the loss was more progressive
and extended over a period covering organogenesis and beyond
(see Fig. 3B). We assume that segment size and gene content influ-
ence the onset and the penetrance of embryonic lethality, as these
two bulls carried one of the largest and smallest reciprocal translo-
cations, respectively. Further supporting this hypothesis, the bull
Nt, affected by a small insertional translocation of 11 Mb, was
less infertile than carriers of reciprocal translocations, being only
in the worst 5% for the success at first insemination. Conversely,
it had the highest juvenile mortality rate in our data set, with
44% of females dying between birth and 365 d.We found low pro-
portions of carriers of partial BTA4 trisomy (23%) and monosomy
(4%) among its genotyped offspring, indicating that some of them
were able to survive until sampling, which is usually performed be-
tween 2 and 6 mo of age for routine genomic evaluation. In addi-
tion, we showed that these animals had higher mortality rates
compared with wild type and balanced controls (Fig. 3D). These
results are in line with the recent report by Besnard et al. (2023)
of high mortality rates and partial monosomy of the first 37 Mb
of BTA29 in the offspring of a bull carrier of a t(26;29) reciprocal
translocation, which had a slightly reduced conception rate.
Taking all these elements into account, we assume that the higher
mortality rates observed for three other IR carriers (in the worst
5%) (see Fig. 3C) are the result of a small proportion of aneuploid
births that probably died at an early age or had a particularly poor
appearance that prevented their genotyping.

Finally, the rob(18;21) carrier waswithin the normal range for
both male fertility and juvenile mortality. Therefore, we assume
that this bull produced only a low proportion of chromosomally
unbalanced spermatozoa resulting from adjacent meiotic segrega-
tion, that is, possibly ∼≤5%, as previously reported, for example,
for carriers of rob(1;29), rob(1;21), rob(7;21), and rob(3;16)
(Tateno et al. 1994; Bonnet-Garnier et al. 2006; Barasc et al. 2019).

Regarding the consequences of IRs on female offspring, we
found significant effects on at least one of the phenotypes studied
(age at the first insemination, success at first insemination, and
rate of slaughtered animals without calving), except for the bull
Sa (t(2;11)), which had the lowest number of phenotyped progeny
(n=23). For the latter, we obtained suggestive but not significant
effects owing to statistical power limitations. Conversely, the
two bulls with the highest number of available phenotypes (Ma
and Nt, 506 and 347 complete phenotypes, respectively) showed
highly significant differences for all traits studied.

In six of the eight bulls studied, we found that balanced
daughters had significantly delayed first inseminations compared
with their wild-type sisters, thus supporting growth retardation.
This effect, probably because of the disruption, deletion, or dereg-
ulation of genes located near the breakpoints (see section “Long-
read sequencing and candidate genes”), was not expected as their
balanced sires had gone through a selection process to become AI
bulls. This calls into question the criteria used to select candidate
bulls, which may be more focused on genomic indices and semen
quality than on physical appearance. In contrast, the detrimental
effects of IRs on the success at first insemination were expected.
Indeed, female carriers are predicted to produce rates of unbal-
anced gametes as high as those of their own sires, resulting in
the loss of aneuploid embryos. Our study also provides an over-
view of the technical consequences of infertility, with a significant
increase in the culling of balanced and aneuploidy females before
they calve and start their productive life. Of note, the decision to
cull an unproductive animal is costly for farmers, as the sale of
meat generally does not cover the rearing costs.

In this paper, we have not estimated the financial costs of IRs,
but they seem to be colossal. Lewis et al. (2022) proposed an esti-
mation of the cost to the industry. Their estimation reaches US
$1.5 million per year per AI bull carrier, based on an average fertil-
ity reduction of 10 points and the use of 23,000 semen straws per
bull per year (which onlyMa and Nt reached in the 12 IRs). In this
study, we found higher effects on fertility, with a reduction in con-
ception rates of more than 20 points for most IR carriers (Fig. 3B),
and highlighted other deleterious effects on subsequent genera-
tions, such as reduced fertility and growth and increasedmortality
of balanced and aneuploid offspring, which were not considered
in the latter estimate. Therefore, the costs estimated by Lewis
et al. (2022) are underestimated despite their high level. Finally,
in addition to the economic aspects, we would also like to empha-
size the negative effects of IRs on animal welfare, on the working
conditions of the breeders, and the environmental footprint of
livestock production.

In light of these elements, we strongly recommend the early
and systematic karyotype screening of future insemination bulls
using a GTG banding protocol. As a by-product of genomic selec-
tion, our approach provides an easy to implement and very sensi-
tive tool to detect IRs that may be missed by cytogenetic analyses
and, most importantly, to track carriers through the generations
(e.g., down to great-granddaughters for Fe and Fa) (Supplemental
Figs. S1F, S2F) for eradication purposes.

Long-read sequencing and candidate genes

To better characterize IRs, we sequenced the genomes of seven car-
rier bulls using long-read technology and were able to identify the
exact breakpoint locations for six of them. In one case (t(2;22)), we
identified the breakpoint on only one chromosome because of the
presence of several kilobases of BTSAT2 satellite material, leading
us to believe that the breakpoint was located in the centromere
of the second chromosome. Thus, our success rate was similar to
that of Bouwman et al. (2020), who found breakpoints in six out
of seven boars affected by reciprocal translocations using 30×
short-read paired-end sequencing. It is worth noting that the Bos
taurus genome contains a higher proportion of repeated elements
(49.4%) than that of Sus scrofa (44.5%; http://repeatmasker.org/
genomicDatasets/RMGenomicDatasets.html). A posteriori analy-
ses revealed that using short-read sequencing, we would have
missed the breakpoint on BTA2 for t(2;22) and also another break-
point located in repeated elements whose size exceeds that of
paired-end inserts (typically 350–500 bp). This was the case for
the second breakpoint of t(3;8) in BTA3, which was located in a
3-kb segment consisting of three long interspersed nuclear ele-
ments (LINEs), a short interspersed nuclear element (SINE), and
a long terminal repeat sequence (LTR). It is also likely that we
would have missed other features of the IRs studied, such as a 6-
kb inversion at the fusion point of BTA24 for t(24;29),-der29
(Table 2), without the reconstruction of local alignments with nu-
cleotide resolution around the breakpoints made possible by long-
read sequencing technology.

We then sought to explain the phenotypic differences ob-
served between wild-type and affected progeny by analyzing the
function of the genes located on and around the breakpoints.

For only two of seven IRs, we found convincing disrupted or
deleted functional candidates (Table 3). Regarding t(24;29),-der29,
heterozygousmutations in PIGNhave been associatedwith develop-
mental delay and progressive cerebellar atrophy in human (Ohba
et al. 2014) and mice (Dickinson et al. 2016). In addition, BCL2
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haploinsufficiency was found to cause premature death in mouse.
All affected animals died before 2 yr of age, compared with only
20% for wild-type animals (Xiang et al. 2011). For the inv ins(8;4),
mutations in CCM2 are responsible for dominant defects of brain
vascularization in humans (Liquori et al. 2007) and in mice
(Plummer et al. 2006), leading to an increased risk of hemorrhagic
stroke and seizures. This could explain the 2.5-fold higher juvenile
mortality rate in the balanced compared with wild-type heifers.

In addition to the disrupted and deleted genes, we identified
12 genes located upstream of or downstream from the break-
points whose expression may be affected by the alteration of
the TAD boundaries and that have been associated with deleteri-
ous phenotypes in haploinsufficient mice and/or humans.
Among them,GARS1, which is located in the segment of BTA4 in-
serted into BTA8 (inv ins(8;4) in bull Nt) at only 60 kb from the
most proximal breakpoint, caught our attention. Numerous het-
erozygous mutations of this gene have been identified in human
patients affected by Charcot–Marie-Tooth disease, type 2D, and
other neuropathies, the most severe form of which is infantile
spinal muscular atrophy, James type (Antonellis et al. 2003;
James et al. 2006; Forrester et al. 2020). Similar observations
have beenmade in themouse with reports of muscle atrophy, de-
creased body weight, and premature death in heterozygotes for
several different variants (Seburn et al. 2006; Achilli et al. 2009;
Dickinson et al. 2016). Therefore, in addition to CCM2 disrup-
tion, GARS1 down-regulation may also contribute to the retarded
growth and high mortality rate of balanced daughters (see Fig.
3D; Supplemental Fig. S7K). Together with untolerated aneuploi-
dy, some of the putatively deregulated genes may also increase
embryonic lethality and partially explain the very low level of fer-
tility of IR carriers (see Fig. 3A,B; Supplemental Table S1). For ex-
ample, the gene MB, located at 562 kb from the BTA5 breakpoint
of t(5;28), has been identified in mice as causing embryonic le-
thality at the organogenesis stage in heterozygousmutant embry-
os (Meeson et al. 2001).

Regarding the putative causes of reduced survival in aneu-
ploid progeny, we would like to mention that the 11-Mb segment
of BTA4, for which we observed live monosomic and trisomic
progeny, contains 60 genes, including 11 members of the
HOXA cluster. Hox genes are key determinants of the identity of
the morphological segments of each body part along the antero-
posterior axis in most bilaterians (Hughes and Kaufman 2002;
Mallo and Alonso 2013), and their deletion, duplication, or ec-
topic expression has been shown to cause a wide variety of
body plan modifications in numerous species, including domes-
tic animals (e.g. chicken, goat, and sheep, to name a few) (Wang
et al. 2012; Allais-Bonnet et al. 2021). Haploinsufficiency for the
HOXA gene cluster may be the cause of limb malformations re-
ported in two progeny of the bull Nt (carrier of the inv ins(8;4))
that were euthanized at birth several months before the start of
this study. In addition to GARS1 and CCM2 previously presented
above, SNX10 haploinsufficiency could also contribute to the
higher mortality rate of monosomic offspring of Nt between gen-
otyping and the first year of life and to their significant underrep-
resentation, supporting prenatal or early juvenile mortality.
Indeed, mice heterozygous for a mutation in SNX10 were found
to display postnatal growth retardation (Ye et al. 2015). This
matches with the high delay at first insemination age and with
the developmental delay observed in a partially monosomic fe-
male (Supplemental Fig. S7K). Note that trisomic females have
also been described as having delayed growth (M. Van Berghe,
pers. comm.).

To conclude this section, the combination of analyses of
large phenotype data sets with long-read sequencing and func-
tional annotations suggests that most of the rearrangements
have deleterious consequences in balanced animals even in the
absence of direct deletion or disruption of candidate genes.
Although further analyses are needed to describe the mecha-
nisms involved, the IRs we identified are interesting models for
studying gene regulation and the organization of genome
structure.

Search for specific characteristics of IR

Throughout this study, we have attempted to highlight specific
characteristics of IR in order to contribute to a better under-
standing of the processes responsible for their occurrence.
Despite our limited data set, we obtained encouraging results.
For example, we determined that 11 of the 12 detected IRs
were caused by female (n = 1) and male (n = 10) meiotic defects.
This result is consistent with observations in humans, where it
has been found that 87% of unequal crossing-overs resulting
in a viable conceptus occur in male meiosis (Shaffer and
Lupski 2000).

We also observed a significant overrepresentation of the
breakpoints in the third-quarter of the chromosomes (P<0.04).
At this stage, we do not have any explanations to propose to ex-
plain this phenomenon because this region did not show higher
recombination rates in the general population (Supplemental
Fig. S14), and the breakpoints did not colocalize with recombina-
tion hotspots based on LD analyses in the progeny of the bulls that
produced the mutant gametes.

Furthermore, by analyzing long-read sequences, we did not
identify any redundant repeat elements or specificmotifs around
the breakpoints that could have promoted the occurrence of IRs.
In fact, we found repeat elements of various types in about half of
the breakpoints, which is not unlikely considering that such
DNA material makes up 49.4% of the bovine genome. The sire’s
age at conception had no effect, as also reported by Sloter et al.
(2004) in a review of human and mouse sperm production.
Finally, we found no significant increase in chromosome or
chromosome pair representation in our reduced data set of 12
IRs. Taken together, these results suggest that IRs are a random
process with an increased risk of occurring during male gameto-
genesis following intense meiotic activity. However, the ques-
tion of the existence of genetic predisposition factors remains,
which was raised by the observation of two carriers of different
reciprocal translocations out of 48 sons of a single elite sire (t
(5;28) and t(2;22) in the bulls Fa and Fe, respectively). We have
no doubt that such a questionwill be answered as our easy-to-im-
plement approach is applied to other populations and species
and as an increasing number of well-characterized IRs will
accumulate.

In conclusion, our results show the value of the large geno-
typic, pedigree, and phenotypic data sets generated by routine ge-
nomic evaluations in cattle to detect IRs and characterize their
phenotypic consequences. LD-based screening for IRs is readily ap-
plicable to any population that benefits from similar data sets, and
will have direct applications in plant and animal breeding. This ap-
proach also offers interesting prospects in terms of basic research,
by allowing the detection of smaller and rarer types of chromo-
somal rearrangements than those identified by GTG banding,
which are interesting models for studying gene regulation and
the organization of genome structure.
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Methods

Screening for IRs using SNP array genotypes

Genotypes

The initial data set consisted of 1,749,746 cattle from 15 breeds
that were genotyped together with their sire using various
Illumina SNP arrays over time (LD, ∼7 K SNPs; custom LD, ∼10 K
to 20 K; BovineSNP50, ∼50 K; EuroGMD, ∼63 K; and HD, ∼777
K). Raw genotypes were imputed and phased for 44,307 autosomal
SNPs by FImpute (Sargolzaei et al. 2014) as part of the French rou-
tine genomic evaluation of cattle, as described by Mesbah-Uddin
et al. (2019).

Simulation

To estimate significance thresholds for LD between pairs of mark-
ers from different chromosomes, we developed a specific simula-
tion procedure. One hundred AI bulls were selected based on
their large number of genotyped progeny (n≥1500) and pheno-
typic information suggesting that they were free of IR (percentiles
11 to 89 for conception rate and juvenile mortality). For each sire,
100 samples of n offspring were randomly drawn, resulting in
10,000 simulations for a given n. LD was calculated between
pairs of markers from different chromosomes using the R (R Core
Team 2021) package gaston 1.5.7 (https://cran.r-project.org/
package=gaston) and map information from the ARS-UCD1.2 bo-
vine genome assembly. The highest LD value (absolute correlation
between alleles, also called Rmax) was scored for each simulation.
To avoid spurious and punctual LD, we retained Rmax only if the
two markers with the highest correlation were surrounded by at
least 19 consecutivemarkers with R>Rmax

∗ 0.75. The 10th highest
Rmax found in the 10,000 simulations was taken as the threshold
value for P<0.001. We chose a false-discovery rate of 1‰, which
is slightly lower than the prevalence of IR reported in two large
studies focusing on phenotypically normal and fertile males of
the human (2.06‰) (Ravel et al. 2006) and pig (4.7‰) (Ducos
et al. 2007) species, in order to limit false positives.

The same process was repeated for 12 values of n (n=25, 30,
40, 50, 60, 80, 100, 200, 350, 500, 750, and 1000), and a regression
curve was fitted to obtain the appropriate threshold for each num-
ber of progeny per bull.

Screening of the population

To detect putative rearrangements in the population, we followed
the same procedure as for simulations and calculated LD in 5571
paternal half-sib families with more than 30 progeny (mean=
292±565 individuals; max=13,347) (Supplemental Table S2).
Thirty was found to be the minimum number of progeny to reach
a significant LD (P<0.001) based on simulation results. On aver-
age, 14,561±607 markers per sire family were considered to be in-
formative (i.e., heterozygous in the sire and with a minor allele
frequency set at 20% in the paternal phases of the progeny; this
rate allows avoidance of imputation errors and was fixed using
data from the same bull’s progeny as in the simulations). To be
considered as significant, the LD values between pairs of markers
from different chromosomes had to exceed the threshold
determined by the equation obtained by simulation: y=
4.0302x−0.0408 (where x is the number of progeny). Analyses
were performed on 1000 randomly selected offspring when the
number of genotyped progeny exceeded this threshold. For more
details on the available material, see Supplemental Table S2.

Finally, it should be noted that Chromosome X has not been
considered in this study for two reasons. First, markers from the

X-specific region are hemizygous in the sires and therefore not in-
formative in paternal half-sib families, and, second, there is a sex
ratio bias in the genotyped progeny with an average of 92% of fe-
males, which would affect calculations for markers located on the
pseudoautosomal region.

Cytogenetic analyses

To verify our findings based on LD, we conducted a series of cyto-
genetic analyses on the bulls themselves (for bullMa), their daugh-
ters (for bulls Im, Ja, Le, Nt, No, Ob, Ou, Qu, Ra, and Sa), or even
their granddaughters (for bulls Fa and Fe) depending on the avail-
ability ofmaterial at the time of the study. Among the descendants
of a bull, our goal was to sample at least two carrier and two non-
carrier progeny of the haplotypic combination observed around
the putative breakpoints. A total of 42 animals were included in
these analyses. At first, we studied the karyotypes observed in
metaphase II and stained by GTG banding. These were obtained
from blood lymphocytes as described by Ducos et al. (1998).
Breakpointswere estimated according to the standardGTGbanded
bovine karyotype (Cribiu et al. 2001).

In two cases, the GTG banding resolution (5–10 Mb) was not
sufficient, and we performed FISH with chromosome-specific
DNApainting probes to confirm the rearrangements andhighlight
cases of aneuploidy. Skin biopsieswere obtained fromear punches.
Fibroblast cultures andmetaphases were obtained according to the
methodofDucos et al. (2000b). For the inv ins(8;4) rearrangement,
the nucleotide sequences of the segments adjacent to the break-
points were aligned against bovine bacterial artificial chromosome
(BAC) end sequences using BLAST (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
Blast.cgi, last accessed January 24, 2022). Two INRA BAC clones
were selected and obtained from the biological resources of the
@BRIDGe facilities (http://abridge.inrae.fr): CH240-444F5, target-
ing the segment deleted on BTA4, and CH240-267G16, targeting
the centromeric region of BTA8 that is duplicated and inserted in
BTA4. FISH experiments were performed according to the method
of Yerle et al. (1994). The two BACs were labeled with biotin and
digoxygenin, respectively, using the BioPrime DNA labeling sys-
tem kit (Invitrogen). Finally, they were revealed by Alexa Fluor
594 conjugated to streptavidin (Molecular Probes S32356A) and
FITC conjugated mouse antidigoxygenin antibodies (Sigma-
Aldrich F3523).

For the reciprocal translocation involving BTA24 and BTA29,
an INRA BAC clone targeting the centromeric regions of the acro-
centric chromosomes was selected: CH240-369L1. This BAC was
also labeled with biotin using the BioPrime DNA labeling system
kit (Invitrogen) and then revealed with Alexa Fluor 594 streptavi-
din (Molecular Probes).

Age of sire at conception

For 10 IRs resulting from abnormalmalemeiosis, we calculated the
age of the sires at conception of their first mutant carriers. In par-
allel, we calculated their mean age at conception of their wild-type
progeny (n=118 in total) available in our initial screen of 5571
bulls. Finally, we compared the means of the two groups using a
Student’s t-test. For the sire of bulls Fa and Fe, the control group
was randomly split in two.

Haplotype tests

To predict the status of the genotyped progeny of IR carrier bulls
and to trace the affected segments in their pedigrees, we developed
haplotype tests using 10 informative SNPs on each chromosome.
These were chosen to be as close as possible to the breakpoints
when sequence information was available or, by default, to retain
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the highest LD values between markers from nonhomologous
chromosomes.

Phenotypic effects of IR

To characterize the phenotypic effects of IR, a variety of informa-
tion was obtained from the French national bovine databases. In
addition to individual ID, sex, pedigree, and herd, these data in-
cluded information on insemination (date, female and male ID)
and other life events such as dates of birth, death, and sale, as
well as cause of death (natural or slaughter). Only records between
January 1, 2010, and July 31, 2022, were considered. Conception
and NRRs were calculated for IR carriers and for 2900 wild-type
bulls (based on our initial screen for IR) with at least 100 registered
AIs, and expressed as standard deviations from the mean of their
breed to allow compilation of results from different breeds. Only
first inseminations within parity (i.e., the first AI for heifers or
the first AI after each calving for adult cows) performed with con-
ventional semen were included, resulting in a total of 26,372,760
AI records. AIs were considered successful if calving occurred be-
tween 265 and 295 d later, unsuccessful if the calving occurred af-
ter 295 d, and filtered out if the female died before 295 d. NRRs
after n days were scored as one if no subsequent insemination oc-
curredwithin n days after and as zero otherwise.Mortality rates per
bull were calculated as the number of females that died before 365
d of age divided by the number of females born and then expressed
as standard deviations from the mean of their breed.

Additional indicators were calculated for eight IR carriers that
had at least 20 genotyped and inseminated daughters. In the ab-
sence of routine growth recording in dairy heifers, we used age at
insemination as a proxy, as it is generally recommended to insem-
inate Holstein heifers at 380–400 kg (i.e., ∼60% of adult live-
weight) (Le Cozler et al. 2008). Finally, the proportion of females
slaughtered without calving was calculated as the number of heif-
ers alive at 20 mo that were later slaughtered without a calving re-
cord divided by the total number of daughters alive at 20 mo.

Long-read sequencing

DNA extraction

DNA from seven IR-affected bulls was extracted from 200-µL
semen straws using the Gentra Puregene tissue kit (Qiagen). The
straws were rinsedwith 1mL of PBS 1× buffer, and the resulting so-
lutions were centrifuged for 5min at 21,130g at room temperature.
The spermpelletswere resuspended in 500 µL ofQiagenRLT buffer
containing 50 mM of Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochlo-
ride (TCEP; pH=7), before adding 500 µL of nuclei lysis solution
and incubating for 3 hours at 55°C with slow shaking. The lysates
were then cooled for 5 min on ice before 200 µL of protein precip-
itation solution was added, and they were incubated for a further 5
min on ice. After 10 sec of vigorous vortexing, the proteins were
pelleted by centrifugation at 21,130g for 5 min. The supernatants
were then transferred to clean tubes containing 600 µL of isopro-
panol. DNA pellets were obtained by gently inverting the tubes,
centrifuging at 21,130g for 5 min, rinsing in 70% ethanol, and re-
suspending in TE buffer.

PacBio CLR sequencing

Library preparation and sequencing were performed at the INRAE
GeT-PlaGe core facility in Toulouse (https://get.genotoul.fr/la-
plateforme/get-plage/) according to the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions (procedure & checklist–preparing HiFi SMRTbell libraries us-
ing the SMRTbell express template prep kit 2.0). At each step, DNA
samples were purified using AMPure PB beads (PacBio), and DNA

concentration, purity, size distribution, and degradation were as-
sessed using a Qubit fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific), a
NanoDrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and a
Femto pulse system (Agilent), respectively. For each library,
10 µg of high-molecular-weight DNAwas sheared to∼30 kb using
the Megaruptor3 system (Diagenode). Single-strand overhangs
were removed, and DNA fragments were damage-repaired using
the SMRTbell express template prep kit 2.0. Blunt hairpin adapters
were ligated to the library. Fragments of∼10–15 kbwere filtered us-
ing the BluePippin size selection system (Sage Science). The
SMRTbell libraries were annealed (1 h) and bound (4 h) with se-
quencing primer v5 and the Sequel II DNA Polymerase 2.0 from
the Sequel II binding kit 2.0. The final sample-bound complexes
were sequenced on a Sequel II instrument (PacBio) using one
SMRT cell each and the sequencing kit 2.0 (loading concentration
of 80 to 90 pM, movie time of 15 h). On average, a mean CLR cov-
erage of 58× and a mean UMY coverage of 32× were obtained for
the seven genomes.

Sequence analysis

Reads were aligned to the bovine ARS-UCD1.2 reference assembly
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/data-hub/genome/GCF_0022637
95.1/) using the pbmm2 software (https://github.com/
PacificBiosciences/pbmm2), and structural variations were detect-
ed using pbsv (https://github.com/PacificBiosciences/pbsv). The
translocation breakpoints were identified as breakend (BND) re-
cords, which document the two breakends of a new adjacency
(i.e., an adjacency not present in the reference genome; https://
samtools.github.io/hts-specs/VCFv4.3.pdf). To confirm and char-
acterize the different rearrangements at the nucleotide level, local
(haplotype resolved) assemblies were constructed. For each new
adjacency, the corresponding chimeric reads were extracted and
assembled using the flye software (Kolmogorov et al. 2019).
These assemblies were used to characterize the breakpoint region
in more detail. Finally, the Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV)
v2.15.2 (Thorvaldsdóttir et al. 2013) was used to visualize the reads
supporting the existence of IR.

Annotation

Various sources of informationwere used to annotate the genomic
regions affected by the break points and fusion points and to pre-
dict the putative consequences of the rearrangements on neigh-
boring genes. These included Ensembl (v108) annotated genes
extracted using BioMart (https://www.ensembl.org/biomart/
martview/), repeat elements available in the UCSC Genome
Browser (https://genome-euro.ucsc.edu/; track “Repeat elements
by RepeatMasker”), clinical signs reported in mutants from differ-
ent species (human, https://www.omim.org; mouse, https://www
.informatics.jax.org; and other animals, https://omia.org/), and, fi-
nally, a map of bovine TADs predicted by synteny with other
mammals (Wang et al. 2018). For the latter, we used the UCSC
liftOver tool (https://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgLiftOver) to con-
vert positions from theUMD3.1 to the ARS-UCD1.2 bovine genome
assembly. The list of genes obtained is available in Supplemental
Table S5.

Recombination hotspots

We estimated the locations of recombination hotspots using the
same LD as in the previous part of theMethods section.We consid-
ered the closest informative markers (i.e., heterozygous) surround-
ing breakpoints found in sequences in the sires of bulls affected by
ameiotic-origin IR. The LD between these two SNPswas then com-
pared with the LD along the affected chromosome in the same
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progeny cohort. The SNPs considered for the comparison were at
similar distances as the two informative neighboring SNPs around
the breakpoints (±10%).

To compare rearrangement positionswith LD along a theoret-
ical chromosome, we used LD computed in simulations and plot-
ted it, expressing chromosome-wide positions as a percentage of
their physical position (for more details, see Supplemental Fig.
S14).

Data access

The long-read sequences data generated in this study have been
submitted to the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA; https://
www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browser/home) under accession number
PRJEB59364. The genotype data used in this study have been sub-
mitted to the Recherche Data Gouv (https://entrepot.recherche
.data.gouv.fr/) under the DOI https://doi.org/10.57745/ELW696.
No accession number is required.
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